Passive Voice – B

Change the following sentences into the Passive Voice:

1) Jim had completed the story. _____________________________________________________
2) Frank has told the joke. _________________________________________________________
3) Vivian made the flower. _________________________________________________________
4) Tom would see the stars. _________________________________________________________
5) Mike is playing football _________________________________________________________
6) Kim speaks French. ______________________________________________________________
7) Sam invented the toy. ____________________________________________________________
8) David was buying the DVD. _____________________________________________________
9) Wendy will drive the van. _________________________________________________________
10) The bus hits the wall. ___________________________________________________________
11) She would watch the game. _____________________________________________________
12) I will make a cake. ______________________________________________________________
13) They won the quiz. ______________________________________________________________
14) We had sung the song. _________________________________________________________
15) He is cooking dinner. ____________________________________________________________
16) You will write the letter. _________________________________________________________
17) Liam didn’t install the game. _____________________________________________________
18) Ben won’t sell the book. _________________________________________________________
19) Did Daniel take the picture? _____________________________________________________
20) Has Henry understood the joke? ________________________________________________